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Open Healing Evening Date:  -  6 February 2018      
Zutphen Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 

          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - Marie´s MeetingPlace 
               Lievevrouwestraat 22 
               7201 NG, Zutphen 
               0575-543715 /  06-12295443 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 
Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-

evening/ Next Date:  -     
 
 

Open Healing Evening  Date:  - 29 March 2018 
Amsterdam Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 

          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - LUMEN 
               Nieuwe Keizersgracht 58 
               1018 DT Amsterdam 
                06-48465097 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 
  Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-

evening/ Next Date:  -     

                       
 

Open Healing Evening  Date:  -  27 March 2018 
Amersfoort Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 

          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - Mens en Intuitie  
                  Stovestraat 25 
                   3811 KA Amersfoort 
                   06-48465097 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 
   Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-

evening/ 
Next Date:  -     
                          

 



Healing via the Kabbalistic Tree of Life: 
The Sephirah Malkuth (The Kingdom) 

 
 

1) A short Hello - Special Introduction to new participants; 
 
2) Place names in bowl for long distance healing;  
 
3) Set up the healing space - (Call in our angels, guides and helpers);  
 
4) Greet the Community of the Archangels of Creation; 
 
5) Set Connections with the Angels of the Higher Laws (Angels of High Magic); 
 
6) Find our Space - take a few moments to become aware of our body & spirit; 
 
7) Ground, ground the room, center, run energy;  
 
8) Perform Ki-Breathing;  
 
9) Prayer of the evening – A Prayer adapted from “a Message from Babaji”;  

 
10) Take a Moment to Express Gratitude; 
 
11) Today’s healing topic: Healing Via the Kabbalistic Tree of Life: The Sephirah Malkuth 

(The Kingdom); 
 
12) Perform grounding and centering;   
 
13) Perform Ki-Breathing; 
 
14) Perform Golden Sun Fill-Up; 
 
15) Close (with thanks) the Open Healing Evening;  
 
16) Closing Prayer 
 



 
A Prayer adapted from “a Message from Babaji” 

May we endeavor to Love and Serve all humanity, and be open to assist anyone; 
May we be cheerful, courteous, and a dynamo of irrepressible happiness;  
May we see God and Good in every face;  
May we recognize that there is no Saint without a past and no Sinner without a future; 
May we strive to praise every Soul and let pass out of our lives those whom we cannot praise;  
May we find the courage to be original, to be inventive, and to dare, dare and dare some more;  
May we stand on our own ground and not lean on the borrowed staff of another;  
May we commit to thinking our own thoughts and being fully who we are;  
May we recognize that all Perfection and all the Virtues of the Deity are hidden within ourselves  

- Let us strive to reveal them and allow His Grace to emancipate us; 
May we pray that our essence become like that of a rose, which though silent in tongue may 

speak in the most beautiful language of fragrance;  
And may our life journey become an ever-expanding expression of Love.   -    Amen.  

 

 
 
 

   Closing Prayer 
 

Peace is in the heaven; peace is on the earth; and in the waters. 
The herbs, the plants and the trees are all full of peace. 

The Gods are peaceful. 
Everything in the universe is pervaded by peace. 

May this eternal, universal peace enter our souls and being. 
Peace, peace, peace be unto us all.    -   Amen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Healing via the Kabbalistic Tree of Life:  
The Sephirah Malkuth (The Kingdom)  

 
 

Introduction & Discussion 
 
In today’s Open Healing Evening, we shall utilize the qualities of the Sephirah Malkuth as 
a source for healing and growth. In the Kabbalistic tradition, the Sephirotic Tree, also 
called the Tree of Life, is presented as an interconnected network of ten Sephirahs, one 
being the Sephirah Malkuth. The Tree of Life represents nothing less than the story of 
creation and the pathways of the evolution for the spiritual assent of man. To gain a full 
understanding of the Tree of Life requires a significant level of study, and to present 
anything more then the briefest of outlines is beyond the scope of this Open Healing 
Evening. However, by tapping into the knowledge and wisdom inherent within the Tree of 
Life, it is possible for us to derive healing benefits for this evening and beyond. I have 
included a diagram of the tree of life, which you may find on the last page of this script. 
 
Our intention tonight is to use qualities contained within the Sephirah Malkuth as a 
Power for growth and healing. The Sephirah Malkuth is termed The Kingdom and is 
located at the base of all three pillars: Left, Center, and Right” of the Sephirotic Tree. 
 
Sephirah Malkuth is the everyday world on this earth in which we live and act. It is here 
that we have the purpose to evolve and progress up the Tree of Life.  On earth, a task of 
man is to gain mastery over the four metaphysical (occult) elements: fire, water, air, and 
earth and the Elemental Spirits. The philosopher’s stone is said to reside in Malkuth. 
When we endeavour to transform our petty, ordinary, mediocre, thoughts and feelings 
into noble, generous, and unselfish ones, we are in essence working with the 
philosopher’s stone, which shall transform our inner base metal into gold. This is in 
essence a purification and transformation of the occult elements within.  
 
In examining the Tree of Life, one may observe that the there are ten circles, the ten 
Sephirahs, which are connected by paths. Each Sephirah has been assigned a number, 1 
through 10, and the 22 distinct paths have been assigned numbers 11 to 32. The 
downward flow from Sephirah 1 until Sephirah 10 relates to the journey of manifestation, 
from pure consciousness to matter.  The upward journey presents a pathway of spiritual 
evolution to higher levels of consciousness.  

Note that though the Sephirotic Tree is associated with the Kabalistic Hebraic tradition, 
other traditions also maintain this same general idea of a descending manifestation, from 
pure spirit to matter, and then and an ascent from matter to spirit. Sri Aurobindo 
identified a downward force, termed the Divine Descending Force and an upward driving 
force, which he termed the Consciousness Force. The downward process he called an 
“involution” of consciousness, and the upward process he called an “evolution 

 
Another manner in which to journey through the Sephirotic Tree is via the Treble Clef 



(from music) as presented by the Master Omraam Mikhael Aivanhov [2 p 48-49]. 
According to Aivanhov, the treble clef was created via an “itinerary of an ancient 
tradition, well over a thousand years, that of the Sephirotic Tree”. In this, the individual 
commences from the Tiphareth (6) and then follows a path in the following order: Chesed 
(4); Netzach (7); Yesod (9); Hod (8); Geburah (5); Chokma (2); Kether (1); Binah (3); 
Tiphareth (6); Yesod (9); and finally Malkuth (10). This shall constitute the map of the 
journey that we shall follow in the series of Open Healing Evenings in which we shall be 
employing the qualities of the Sephirahs as implements for growth and healing. Also 
according to Master Omraam Mikhael Aivanhov (Ref. 2 p 49): “He who works in depth 
with this progression through the Sephiroth will find that there is a correspondence with 
the Emerald Tablet.” 
 
Though the Tree of Life appears to be a two dimensional structure, it is in essence three-
dimensional. Each Sephirah contains five qualities, or aspects, corresponding to: spirit, 
soul, intellect, heart, and body. These are also termed “Worlds”: World of Origins (Spirit); 
World of Creation (intellect); World of Formation (heart); and World of Expression (body). 
The spirit aspect is represented by a name (an expression) of god. The soul aspect is 
represented by the name of the Sephirah itself. The intellect aspect is represented by the 
chief Archangel that rules the Sephirah's choir of angels. The heart aspect is represented 
by the Order of the Angels that dwell in the Sephirah. Finally, the body aspect is 
represented by a planet. Specifically, for the Sephirah Malkuth, the name of god is Adonai 
Malakh; the soul value for Malkuth is The Kingdom; the Archangel ruling Malkuth is the 
Archangel Sandalfon (Contemplation of God – or - Beholder of God); the Order of Angels 
is Ishim {Thrones or Lions} and means Strong, Mighty, or Heroic Ones; and the planet is 
Earth (Olem ha-Yesodoth). In this evening's work, we shall receive healing from all five 
qualities: the body, heart, intellect, soul, and spirit. 
 
Earth, is the “planet” of Sephirah Malkuth in the World of Expression,. Aretz is the name 
for earth, which may also be referred to as Olem ha-Yesodoth, the World of Foundations. 
It is here that man begins his process of evolution up the Tree of Life. Here spirit 
undergoes a human experience, and where the human may acquire spiritual experience 
and recognize his innate immortality as spirit. As humans, we are the outcome of Inner-
world activity, and we in turn feed back energies into the Unknown. So the Cycle of 
Creation continues.  
 
The philosophical and symbolic Elements of the Cabalist are termed Fire, Water, Air, and 
Earth. These Four Elements of Magic are in actuality broad categories of energy behind 
our material existence, producing effects according to their own specific natures. 
Essential Air will cause "airy" effects whether in body, mind, soul or spirit, and the other 
elements do the same in their fashion. We know what is meant by an "Airy," "Fiery," 
"Watery," or an "Earthy" person. We are mixtures of all these, and whatever is capable of 
expression in our world is composed by the activity of these Four Forces. These Four 
Elements of Existence comprise every category and conscious channel.  

Immediately behind our state of matter, these pure conditions of energy are called 
"Elemental Spirits". They have been depicted in many ways, but they are essentially the 



forces behind physical forces, having no minds or souls of their own, yet operating 
according to their inherent natures, like any power in action, taking the path of least 
resistance as energies normally do. Note that since the Elementals are behind physical 
forces, these physical forces may be influenced by other than purely physical means. 
Through Magic, by reaching and directing Elementals on and in their own state of being, 
corresponding changes can be made to take place on the physical levels they affect. 
Magic has traditionally used the symbolized form of the Rod for Fire, Cup for Water, 
Sword for Air, and Shield for Earth to manifest a control over the Elements. And it is here 
that we may perceive indications of Intelligent Consciousness operating on units of 
Existence. 

Sources differ as to who resides at the heart aspect, in the World of Formation, of 
Sephirah Malkuth. Some sources have it as the Ishim (the souls of fire), others as the 
Kerubim (the strong Angelic Cherubs) (4).  

According to Aivanhof (1) (2), the Ishim are termed the Communion of Saints or beautiful 
souls. They are not angels but rather saints, patriarchs, initiates, and prophets: the great 
Masters of mankind and the founders of religions. They are here as a brotherhood of 
Luminous Beings and had come to earth specifically to instruct and aid human beings. 
This is the true Universal White Brotherhood. In Malkuth, the role of the Ishim is to watch 
over mankind and channel cosmic forces to man to help them grow spiritually.  

According to Gray and Bonner (3) (4), the Kerubim reside in the World of Formation of 
Sephirah Malkuth. These are Angels who are described as a composite of Ox, Lion, Eagle 
and Man. They are the Elements themselves on a higher level. These Kerubim have direct 
control of Elemental behavior, and their qualities are reputed to be Strength and Patience 
with the Ox, Courage and Nobility with the Lion, Swiftness and Aspiration with the Eagle, 
and Intelligence and Devotion with the Man. To control the Elements and influence the 
Kerubim, we must develop those qualities in ourselves..  

The Kerubim is another form of the Winged-Sphinx concept, typifying controlled powers 
of nature. They are a near-material equivalent of the CHIOTH ha KADOSH, the Holy Living 
Creatures, of Sephirah Kether. Malkuth and Kether are; "Like unto each other after 
different fashions." The Malkuth of any Tree is the Kether of a different one.  

Wherever we see physical phenomena occurring, we are observing the work of the 
Kerubim. The Elementals in their pure state are mindless energies operating blindly. It is 
the Kerubim, strictly follow natural laws, who keep them working in reasonable cyclic 
limits. They do not respond directly in any way to human feelings or emotions. They only 
obey fixed laws, which have nothing to do with human sentiments. Pure Elemental 
energies are supplied to the Kerubim and they operate with these these as necessary. 
Differing types of Kerubim, based on the powers needed, arrange each act not as prime 
movers, but as obedient agents to the laws governing the whole train of events.  

The intellect aspect, termed the World of Creation, is represented by the Archangel 
Sandalfon. The name Sandalfon may be translated as "Lord of the extent of Height" and 
to "the sound of sandals." In Sandalfon, we have an Archangelic Being seen with his feet 



on earth and his head in the highest heaven. The sound of sandaled feet is a very useful 
symbol for the earthly functions of Archangel Sandalfon. We alert ourselves immediately 
on hearing an approach of footsteps; the wrong-doer for fear of discovery, the anxious 
hopefully, everyone for, his own reason.  

We do not see the face of Archangel Sandalfon, but rather we feel him. Whatever reason 
we may have at any particular moment for needing him, he responds accordingly: should 
we feel guilty of anything, he may answer through our conscience; if unhappy, he may be 
a comforting thought. We may think of Sandalphon as an Intelligence very much 
concerned with this world's affairs and the behaviour of its constituent parts, including 
ourselves as material beings. He is also responsible as the organizing and directing 
intelligence for the Kerubim.  

Archangel Sandalfon is also seen to be conjoined with Archangel Metatron of Sephirah 
Kether. The last of one tree of life (tenth Sephirah) is the first of the next. Another image 
is that the seed of one tree grows to become a tree itself. Some texts (4) identify 
Archangel Sandalfon and Archangel Metatron as two aspects of one entity. Metatron is 
termed “the Light Angel” and Malkuth his “Dark Twin”. Malkuth is said to be the “Dark 
Twin” because he is in the realm of physical incarnation and in a realm of karma. 

The soul aspect is the name of the Sephirah name itself, which is the Kingdom. Here 
creation comes into being via matter and earth. And all that has come before, from 
Sephirahs 1 through 9 (Kether to Yesod), has become an involution into Sephirah the 
Kingdom. So from a soul level, the Kingdom is complete and creative. 

The spirit aspect, termed the World of Origins, is the god name Adonai Malakh. Adonai 
means Lord and Malakh means King, thus the "Lord King." It signifies an All-Powerful One 
ruling by the sheer strength of its presence. The ADNI Tetragram is the corresponding 
Symbol for the Intelligence that ordered the four categories of physical being (the four 
elements) that emerged from nonexistance. In this creation, Adonai Malakh expressed 
Himself and originated matter out of Himself, with the idea that “I AM THAT”. And thus 
Adonai Malakh, as our Indwelling Divine Principle of material manifestation, is in 
actuality our closest and most immediate contact with God. Note that some sources 
provide the god name as Adonai he-Aretz meaning Lord of earth. 

When we call upon the God-Aspect of Adonai Malakh, we align ourselves with the Power 
that directly produced the physical material and its patterns, and from which our mortal 
bodies were created. This God-Aspect is not concerned with anything other than the 
supply and disposition of matter, yet it is our starting point from which we commence 
our journey up the Tree of Life. And should we invoke Adonai Malakh as a Principle of 
Power, we are in essence invoking the powers of Nature herself.  

Having described the nature of the Sephirah Malkuth, we shall next explore the manners 
in which we might utilize it for healing and perhaps also our growth, development, and 
evolution. There are a number of different manners in which to work with a Sephirah. Not 
being a Kabbalist myself, I do not profess to know all the different manners. But I have 
worked with Sephirahs in two generally distinct ways. The first is to bring the qualities of 



the Sephirah into one's own sphere to receive the benefits and the second is to have some 
aspect of oneself enter into the Sephirah. Since the intellect and heart aspect of the 
Sephirah are an archangel and an order of angels, it is possible to bring them into our 
sphere by inviting the Archangel or angels into a space outside of our aura, by invocation, 
and by evocation. Note that I myself advise not inviting a spirit of the order of and angel 
or archangel in the aura or body because the frequencies are sufficiently high as to 
possibly disturb the body system, which may have consequences. The second method is 
to have an aspect or representative of ourselves enter into the realm of the Sephirah. This 
could be done directly using an aspect of oneself, such as the center of consciousness 
(one's self-consciousness), which I refer to as the Focal Point, or oneself as spirit. Another 
manner, which is more indirect, is to have some form of a representative of oneself be 
stationed in the Sephirah. Though it is quite easy for those who have knowledge of inter-
dimensional travel as a Focal Point, or those who can mental wander throughout the 
spheres to directly enter the Sephirah, this information is actually quite advanced. 
However, for those who are not well versed in this type of work, creating representatives 
is the most effective and efficient manner of experiencing and receiving the benefits of 
the Sephirah Malkuth, and this is the method we shall employ in the Open Healing 
Evening. 
 
The basis of the use of a representative is embodied in the Law of the Witness, which 
basically states that when you place a witness of something in a particular energy, force 
field, or environment, then the person or an aspect of that person who is represented by 
that witness, will have the full experience of the energy, force field, or environment. Thus 
the person will be able receive the benefits from being within this environment without 
needing to have any aspect of himself or herself in the environment. The individual will 
also be able perceive the energy, force field, or environment to the degree that his or her 
subtle sensory organs are developed. In performing inner-plane work or working within 
the spheres, a practitioner of the Higher Laws may readily use magical thought-forms and 
magical statues. In this evening's Open Healing Evening, we shall employ these. 
 
The difference between the magical thought forms and the magical statues is that the 
magical thought-forms are usually mental in nature whereas the magical statues are more 
spiritual in their creation. The magical thought-forms create a type of connection whereas 
the statues act as the representative of the individual. The determination of which to 
employ is based on both the experience and the intuition of the practitioner, or facilitator 
of the group experience. 
 
In tonight's Open Healing Evening, we shall employ a very specially created thought-form, 
one created from Supramental Consciousness, for placement in the World of Origins 
(name of god). For all the other "Worlds" of the Sephirah Malkuth we shall employ inner 
plane statues created by the Angels of High Magic utilizing the material of the "Worlds" 
themselves. 

 
 
Practice  



 
Step 1: Enlivening of the Tree of Life 

 
We shall request the Angels of High Magic to enliven each individual's Tree of Life 
(provided as the last page of this script).  
As the work is performed during this Open Healing Evening, participants who are 
sufficiently sensitive may feel or see shifts in the energies or light from the Sephirah 
Malkuth or perhaps even another locations in the tree; 

 
Step 2: Creation and Stationing of Permanent Thought Form and Statues 

 
a) We shall request the Angels of High Magic create a permanent thought form of the 

individual utilizing Supramental Consciousness to be permanently stationed in the 
World of Origins at the level of Sephirah Malkuth. This permanent thought form aligns 
with the god name, Adonai Malakh; 
 

b) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to create four permanent statue comprised of 
the material of the World of Expression of Sephirah Malkuth and to have it placed at the 
planet Earth;  

 
(1) With the symbol Rod (fire); 
(2) With the symbol Cup (water) 
(3) With the symbol Sword (air) 
(4) With the symbol Shield (earth)  

 
c) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to create five permanent statues comprised 

of the material of the World of Formation of Sephirah Malkuth and to have it placed as 
follows: 

(1) With the Ishim; 
(2) With the Kerubim – Lion 
(3) With the Kerubim – Ox 
(4) With the Kerubim – Face of Man 
(5) With the Kerubim – Eagle 

 
d) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to create a permanent statue comprised of 

the material of the World of Creation of Sephirah Malkuth and to have it placed with 
Archangel Sandalfon; 

 
e) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to create a permanent statue comprised of 

the material of the Soul level of The Kingdom of Sephirah Malkuth and to have in 
placed in The Kingdom. 

 
 
Step 3: Activation of the Permanent Thought Form and Statues 

 



a) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to activate the permanent statue in the World 
of Expression. Tune in and experience; 

(1) With the symbol Rod (fire); 
(2) With the symbol Cup (water) 
(3) With the symbol Sword (air) 
(4) With the symbol Shield (earth)  

 
b) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to activate the permanent statues in the 

World of Formation. Tune in and experience;  
(1) With the Ishim; 
(2) With the Kerubim – Lion 
(3) With the Kerubim – Ox 
(4) With the Kerubim – Face of Man 
(5) With the Kerubim – Eagle 

 
c) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to activate the permanent statue in the World 

of Creation. Tune in and experience (Archangel Sandalfon) Attune to that which you 
may currently need of him. Experience if you can feel or hear him; 

 
d) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to activate the permanent statue at the Soul 

level of The Kingdom. Tune in and experience (The Kingdom on the soul level) Request 
an awakening of the involution; 

 
e) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to activate the permanent thought form in 

the World of Origins. Tune in and experience: Adonai Malakh. Request an alignment 
within of physical material and its patterns, from which your mortal body was created. 

 
 

Step 4: Deactivation of the Permanent Thought Form and Statues 
 

a) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to deactivate the permanent statue in the 
World of Expression; 

 
b) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to deactivate the permanent statue in the 

World of Formation; 
 

c) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to deactivate the permanent statue in the 
World of Creation; 

 
d) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to deactivate the permanent statue at the 

Soul level of The Kingdom; 
 

e) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to deactivate the permanent thought form in 
the World of Origins. 

 



 
Step 5: De-enlivening of the Tree of Life 

 
We shall request the Angels of High Magic to de-enliven each individual's Tree of Life, 
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